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Owning Russia
The Struggle over Factories, Farms, and Power
Andrew Barnes
"Barnes analyzes the collapse of the USSR and its chaotic aftermath in Russia not as a case
of 'failed transition to democracy and markets,' nor as a battle pitting noble, Westernizing
'reformers' against recalcitrant 'conservatives,' but, above all, as a prolonged ongoing high-
stakes struggle to control valuable assets."

—Stephen E. Hanson, University of Washington

$35.00 cloth

Creative Union
The Professional Organization of Soviet Composers, 1939-1953
KirilTomoff
"Based on exhaustive archival research, Creative Union shows how Soviet musicians
consolidated, exercised, and defended professional authority in the perilous, ideologically
charged atmosphere of Stalin's Russia. . . . this book has particular resonance for those
interested in the nature of the Stalinist system, the formation and perpetuation of the
Stalinist cultural elite, the impact of World War II on Soviet cultural life, the nexus between
political power and cultural authority, and the effect
of officially sanctioned anti-Semitism on creative
elites."

—Amy Nelson, Virginia Tech
$57.50 cloth

The Foe Within
Fantasies of Treason and the End of Imperial
Russia
William C. Fuller, Jr.
"The Foe Within is a remarkable book. Through
the prism of a World War I spy case it provides a
rich account of the world of fin-de-siecle Russia. It
reveals, better than any other study, the subterranean
networks behind high politics in the last years of
Imperial Russia and the divisions within Russian high
society that set the stage for tsarism's collapse."

—Peter Holquist, Cornell University
$39.95 cloth
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The Lena Goldfields Massacre and the Crisis of the
Late Tsarist State
MICHAEL MELANCON
Melancon explores perspectives of all factions involved in this tragic event that
reverberated across Russia in 1912. He considers the despair of the striking gold
miners due to the poor conditions they faced, the calculations and priorities of the
mining entrepreneurs and state officials, and the rationale of the soldiers who pulled
Ae triggers that killed five hundred unarmed protesters. $50.00 cloth; $24.95 paper

The Struggle of Hungarian Lutherans under
Communism
H. DAVID BAER

FOREWORD BY LAZLO G. TERRAY

When Hungary became a communist state, its persecuted Lutheran Church sought a
strategy for survival under a regime determined to eliminate religion, while remaining
faithful to its Christian beliefs. Baer provides a moving account of courage and a
comprehensive analysis of the different strategies the church developed to preserve its
integrity in the face of persecution. $49.95 cloth
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Slavic Studies from YALE

June 1941
Hitler and Stalin JohnLukacs
JOHN LUKACS

"One of the fullest and
most authoritative por-
traits of the ambiguous
relationship between
the two powerful and
wily adversaries dur-
ing World War ll's
watershed year. A fascinating and
masterfully researched book."
— Henry Kissinger $25.00

Art, Design, and Architecture
in Central Europe 1890-1920
ELIZABETH CLEGG

This wide-ranging account of the
visual arts in the final decades of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire places them
in the context of political and cultural
developments across Central Europe.
The Yale University Press Pelican History of Arf
250 b/w + 50 color illus. $75.00

School for Citizens
Theatre and Civil Society in Imperial Russia
MURRAY FRAME

This fascinating book analyzes for
the first time the powerful impact of
Russia's theater on society and politics
during the Imperial era.
20 illus. $50.00

The Spanish Civil War, the
Soviet Union, and
Communism
STANLEY G. PAYNE

"A lucid and impor-
tant reassessment of
the great myth that
the Spanish struggle
was one of 'democra-|
cy versus fascism'."
—Antony Beevor, Times
Literary Supplement

Winner of the 2005 Marshall Shulman Book Prize
from the American Association for the
Advancement of Slavic Studies $35.00

Also available by Stanley G. Payne:
The Collapse of the Spanish Republic,
1933-1936
Origins of the Civil War $40.00

Caviar and Ashes
A Warsaw Generation's Life and Death
in Marxism, 1918-1968
MARCI SHORE

"A marvelous example of intellectu-
al history at its best, this book
captures the moral and political
dilemmas of a generation of brilliant
writers who experienced commu-
nism first as a dream, then as a
nightmare."—Vladimir Tismaneanu
17 illus. $40.00

Russian in Use
An Interactive Approach to Advanced
Communicative Competence
SANDRA FREELS ROSENGRANT

This program for advanced students of
the Russian language includes text-
book, DVD, and instructor's manual.
$50.00 paperback with DVD

m YALE

New in Paper

Rescued from the Reich
How One of Hitler's Soldiers Saved
the Lubavitcher Rebbe
BRYAN MARK RIGG
Foreword by Paula E. Hyman

"A penetrating account of an un-
known, fascinating tale of intrigue—
the near impossible rescue of a great
spiritual leader from Nazi-controlled
Poland. Suspenseful, authoritative and
well Written."-David Kranzler
50 illus. $17.00 paperback

U n i v e r s i t y P r e s s • yaiebooks.com
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Friends or
The United States and Soviet Russia,
1921-1941
Norman E. Saul

"Saul caps one of the most significant

historical projects of our time with

a magnificently researched (on both

the Russian and American sides)

volume. . . . Makes an important

contribution to our understanding

of two decades which were turning

points in twentieth-century history,

but also decades in which the

leading actors repeatedly failed

to make the correct turns."

—Walter LaFeber, author of

America, Russia, and the Cold War,

1945-2002

"Saul's richly detailed panoramic view of American-

Russian relations is presented not merely as the

formal exchanges between diplomats and political

leaders, but also as the wider encounter between

peoples and cultures."—David S. Foglesong, author

of America's Secret War against Bolshevism: U.S.

Intervention in the Russian Civil War, 1917-1920

456 pages, 27 photographs, Cloth $40.00

Available at bookstores or from the press.
VISA, MasterCard, and American Express accepted.

University Press of Kansas
Phone (785) 8 6 4 - 4 1 5 5 • Fax (785) 8 6 4 - 4 5 8 6

www.kansaspress.ku.edu pa«jbvup
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Nikita Khrushchev

R E F O R M E R

MEMOIRS OF NIKITA
KHRUSHCHEV
VOLUME 2: REFORMER,
1945-1964

Edited by Sergei
Khrushchev

"Without [Khrushchev's] mem-

oirs, neither the rise and fall of

the Soviet Union nor the history

of the Cold War can be fully

understood.... The fact that

the full text of Khrushchev's

memoirs will now be available

in English is cause for rejoicing."

—William Taubman,

author of Khrushchev:

The Man and His Era
896 pages 144 illus/2 maps | $65.00 cloth

Co-published with The Thomas J.

Watson Jr. Institute of International

Studies, Brown University

TEXTBOOK REDS
SCHOOLBOOKS, IDEOLOGY,
AND EASTERN GERMAN
IDENTITY

John Rodden

"I can . . . on the basis of my

own intimate knowledge of that

history, evaluate with great

confidence the outstanding

achievement of this book as a

work of scholarship and human

empathy. This book exhibits an

amazingly detailed knowledge

of the German situation, not

just with regard to its educa-

tional institutions but in its

grasp of the entire cultural and

philosophical context of the for-

mer GDR and eastern Europe."

—Wolfgang Strauss,

University of Jena

352 pages 130 illus. | $45.00 cloth

Post Communist Cultural Studies Series

MUSIC FOR THE
REVOLUTION
MUSICIANS AND POWER IN
EARLY SOVIET RUSSIA

Amy Nelson

Winner of the 2005 Heldt Best

Book Prize, Association for

Women in Slavic Studies

"Nelson has done a remarkable

job of untangling the chaotic

institutional, social, and musi-

cal terrain associated with

what we have long considered

a brief but fertile period of radi-

cal experimentation, virulent

polemics, and lost opportuni-

ties in Soviet musical history."

—Kiril Tomoff,

The Russian Review

346 pages 120 illus. | $45.00 cloth

820 N. University Drive, USB 1, Suite C | University Park, PA 16802 | fax 1-877-778-2665 | www.psupress.org

AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORES, OR ORDERTOLL FREE 1-800-326-9180
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Forthcoming in Slavic Review

Fall 2006

Mary Neuburger, To Chicago and Back:
Aleko Konstantinov, Rose Oil, and the Smell of Modernity

Michael L. Miller, The Rise and Fall of Archbishop Kohn:
Czechs, Germans, and Jews in Turn-of-the-Century Moravia

Natan Meir, Jews, Ukrainians, and Russians in Late Imperial Kiev:
Intergroup Relations in Associational Life

Valeria Sobol, "Febris Erotica":
Aleksandr Herzen's Post-Romantic Physiology

Ilya Vinitsky, Where Bobok Is Buried: The Theosophical Roots
of Dostoevskii 's "Fantastic Realism "

Yvonne Howell, Eugenics, Rejuvenation, and Bulgakov's
Journey into the Heart ofDogness
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(inside back cover)

The Slavic Review is indexed in ABSEES (American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies).
Articles appearing in iliis journal arc abstracted or indexed in Historical Abstracts, America: His-
tory and Eije, ABC Pol Sci: A Bibliography of Contents, Academic Index, Arts and Humanities Citation
Index, Linguistic Bibliography, Book Review Index, Children's Book Review index Historical Abstracts,
Humanities Index, MLA, I'AIS, RII.M, Social Science Index, Social Science Citation Index, Current
Contents/Social and Behavioral Sciences, International Bibliography of the Social Sciences.

All issues of Slavic Review, excluding the most recenl one year, are available (inline through
|STOR—a full text archive of selected scholarly journals—at participating libraries. (For a list
of these libraries, please see our web site.)

Slavic Review is published at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, with support from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the Russian, East European, and Eurasian Center, the
Department of History, and the Humanities Council.

Articles, books for review, and correspondence concerning editorial matters, advertising, or
permissions should be sent to Slavic Review, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 57 E.
Armory Avenue, Champaign, IL 61820-6601. Telephone: 217-.'533-3621; fax: 217-333-3872;
e-mail: slavrev@uiuc.edu; web site: http://www.econ.uiuc.edu/~slarirexi. Slavic Review does not ac-
cept unsolicited book reviews.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING MANUSCRIPTS

Manuscripts for consideration should be printed on a letter-quality or near letter-quality
printer and submitted by post or courier in four double-spaced copies. Notes and block quota-
tions should also be double-spaced; notes should be placed at the end of the manuscript and
not at the bottom of the page. Library of Congress transliteration and the Chicago Manual of Style
are to be followed. Manuscripts are sent to outside readers in anonymous form and should be
prepared accordingly.

In general, articles should not exceed 8,000 words, excluding endnotes. Please indicate the
word count on the cover page of the manuscript. Accepted manuscripts will be copyedited elec-
tronically, and authors will be asked to submit final versions on computer diskette. Submissions
will not be returned.

The policy ol Slavic Review is not to consider materials that have been published or that are be-
ing considered for publication elsewhere, in any form or in any language. Slavic Review is the
journal of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, whose members
support the journal through their dues. Slavic Review expects the authors of articles published
in the journal to belong to the association.
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JEWISH EMIGRATION FROM UKRAINE
(Fond F-444, declassified in 1990)

Holdings of the Kiev Oblast'
State Archive, Ukraine

>Scattered around the World today are 12 million descendants of
Jewish emigres who departed Ukraine for the United States, Canada,
Europe and Russia between 1895 and 1917. From start to finish, this
remarkable diaspora was managed by a single organization
in Kiev
-the Society For Adjustment of Jewish Emigration, later
called the Jewish Emigration Society. The Society
organized and managed the outflow of Jewish
emigres and their destinations abroad before it
was disbanded in 1917.

UnJnder arrangement with the Kiev Oblast' State
Archive, East View makes the full images of over
50,000 pages of this valuable primary source
collection available on microfilm.

artiar t I of the collection includes the documents of
the Jewish Emigration Society. With 296 individual
caseloads, historians and genealogists will find this
collection chronicling the journey of Ukrainian
Jewish refugees fascinating:

* Documents and correspondence on a proposed
Jewish agricultural colony in the U.S.

• Russian Interior Ministry memoranda on
infiltration by secret agents

* List of delegates to the 5rh Congress of
Zionists in 1917

• Local Jewish society activities in the towns
of Belaia Tserkov' and Home!'

• Aid from the Jewish Territorial Union
in London

• Statistics on parallel immigration by
Russians to the U.S.

anTart II of the collection contains 38,650
pages of detailed personal correspondence.

cast \
view

3020 Harbor Lane North
Minneapolis, MN 55447 USA
TEL: 763.550.0961 US TOLL-FREE: 800.477.1005
FAX; 763.559.293i US TOLL-FREE: 800.800.3839
E-MAIL: info@eastview.com

Jerms
Language: Primarily in Russian.
Some correspondence in Hebrew,
English, and German.

Format: silver halide 35mm microfilm.

Size: Part I: 13 reels
Part II: 46 reels

The Opis' (Index) is available in English at
www.eastview.com/research-collections/judaica
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